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Abstract

Over-actuated electric ground vehicles (EGVs) with four individually activated

in-wheel motors can satisfy the requirements for the total wheel torque and yaw

moment through control allocation (CA), which improves not only the driving

flexibility, active safety and energy efficiency but also the probability of in-wheel

motor faults due to the significantly increased system complexity and number of

actuators. This paper studies the development of an active fault-tolerant control

(AFTC) strategy that integrates CA and triple-step control (TSC) to produce

a nominal feedback controller and simultaneously handle actuator faults. The

closed-loop system under control is stabilized with input-to-state stability (ISS).

A theoretical architecture of the proposed AFTC strategy for over-actuated

EGVs is presented with a robust CA design and novel TSC with adaptive control

compensation (ACC). In addition, a numerical iterative algorithm is proposed

for the implementation of the ACC, and the convergence condition is given. The

effectiveness of the proposed scheme is validated for a high-fidelity full-vehicle

model constructed by the commercial software veDYNA.
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1. Introduction

Recently, four-wheel individually actuated electric ground vehicles (EGVs)

have attracted increasing research interest due to their high energy efficiency

and remarkable actuation flexibility [1]. An energy-efficient torque distribution

among four in-wheel motors is crucial for reducing drivetrain power losses [2]5

and extending the vehicle motion control [3]. For over-actuated EGVs, con-

trol allocation (CA) is a salient approach to distribute the desired total control

demand to the individual actuators within the corresponding performance and

constraints [2, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In control theory, a number of CA algorithms have

been developed in the literature: direct CA [4], daisy chaining [5], quadratic10

programming (QP) [6] and numerical CA [7]. For EGVs, Dizqah et al. [2]

studied a parametric optimization problem to calculate the tire forces and the

center of gravity (CG) moments by prioritizing the power consumption. In [8],

the model predictive control (MPC) method was introduced for CA to improve

the vehicle motion safety. To reduce the computational cost for a real-time15

implementation, Chen and Wang [9] proposed an adaptive energy-efficient CA

scheme, and input-to-state stability (ISS) of the overall feedback system was

demonstrated. In [10], a KKT-based global optimization algorithm for solv-

ing the torque allocation was presented to improve the stability performance

of over-actuated EGVs. In [11], a lexicographic-optimization-based CA frame-20

work was proposed for longitudinal and lateral vehicle stability control. The

proposed method provided a systematic strategy to handle multiobjective per-

formance indices and constraints. Recently, hierarchical control strategies with

optimization and CA were developed for hybrid electric vehicles [29] and narrow

tilting vehicles [30], respectively. Although different CA methods for distinct25

applications have been designed, few studies in the domain of EGVs have ex-

plicitly considered the closed-loop control stability in the presence of a possible

difference between the torque demand and the actual torque input. Although

treated as small and negligible in practice, this allocation error may cause de-

graded performance or even a potential closed-loop instability. Consequently,30
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integrating the design of CA with vehicle motion control taking into account

their coupling is desirable for EGVs.

Another issue associated with CA and motion control of four-wheel indi-

vidually actuated EGVs is the actuator faults that are frequently encountered

and lead to unsatisfactory performance or even an instability. The demands of35

fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) and fault-tolerant control (FTC) are sub-

stantially increased for EGVs. In [12], a robust control strategy was presented

to preserve the stability and improve the handling of EGVs with in-wheel mo-

tors and/or steering system faults. In [13], an adaptive triple-step nonlinear

approach was investigated to design a FTC scheme for the closed-loop driver-40

vehicle system. However, the FTC structures mentioned above are passive and

cannot address severe faults and failure. To achieve an effective FTC reconfig-

uration, an FDD module is generally required in an active FTC scheme. For

EGVs, Wang and Wang [14] developed a real-time fault diagnosis approach

for in-wheel motor faults, in which a bank of nonlinear observers merged us-45

ing a voting scheme were designed to detect and identify a possible actuator

fault. Zhang and Wang [15] investigated an active steering actuator fault de-

tector for automatically steered EGVs. Based on the uncertain LPV model, a

gain-scheduling residual generator was proposed, and an augmented system was

obtained. Furthermore, a significant amount of research has been conducted on50

FDD-aided CA and FTC for EGVs. To mention a few studies, Wang and Wang

[31] developed an FDD system for a faulty in-wheel motor, and, based on this

system, they designed a CA-based vehicle FTC system to accommodate the

fault and allocate the control effort. In [32], the stability of an overall CA-based

FTC system was considered in the framework of an anti-windup robust control55

scheme consisting of linear dynamics and a saturation nonlinearity. To im-

prove the operational reliability of EGVs, adaptive sliding-mode fault-tolerant

coordination control was proposed by [33], in which QP-based FTC allocation

was designed to coordinate the four in-wheel motors. For fault-tolerant path-

following control of autonomous EGVs, Chen et al. [34] proposed a hierarchical60

FTC strategy in which a novel adaptive orientated tire force allocation method
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was designed to execute the control efforts of the upper layer controller. How-

ever, in all the aforementioned references, it was assumed that a perfect FDD

holds such that the CA and upper layer controller can be designed individually

but used simultaneously to preserve the system performance. In other words,65

the errors resulting from distribution uncertainties or imprecise FDD were not

considered. In [16], online fault identification of EGVs was studied, and a CA

algorithm that maximizes the sensitivity of the system output to the fault was

proposed, but an integrated design of FDD, CA and FTC remains an open

problem for EGVs, that has not been satisfactorily solved at present.70

Over the past decade, the integrated design of CA, FDD and FTC has re-

ceived considerable attention from control researchers [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,

42, 43]. For instance, Hamayun et al. [35] proposed a novel FTC scheme that

incorporated integral sliding mode with CA. Rigorous stability of the overall sys-

tem was demonstrated and extended to output feedback [36]. In [37, 38, 40, 45],75

the integrated design of CA and FDD was extensively studied, in which the CA

actively used input redundancy to improve the FDD performance, and high-

order sliding-mode observers were designed to provide an accurate estimation

of actuator faults. In addition, the issues regarding model uncertainties, distur-

bances and FDD inaccuracies were further discussed from different perspectives,80

such as adaptive control [39], robust control [41], nonlinear control [42] and

sliding-mode control [43]. Among the different FTC approaches, the so-called

triple-step control (TSC) method has recently received considerable attention

[17, 18, 13]. The concept behind TSC is a nonlinear controller design methodol-

ogy that can simplify the complicated nonlinear control design as a triple-step85

design procedure (steady-state control, reference variation-based feed-forward

control and tracking error feedback control), and the final control law can be

represented as a state-dependent proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control

law. From a practical point of view, the application of this design scheme may

provide a concise design process so that the derivation of the control law is90

simplified, straightforward and easily understood by engineers. Encouraged by

these studies, we address the integrated design of CA and FTC in the TSC
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framework. The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

1) In contrast to the robust CA algorithm [41], where the input is implicit

and solved by linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), the robust CA algorithm95

derived here provides an analytical expression of CA with the benefit of

advanced FTC design.

2) Different from the existing TSC schemes [13, 17], an adaptive control

compensation (ACC)-based TSC scheme is designed to improve the vehicle

stability under faults.100

3) Unlike purely using CA-based FTC schemes [33, 34], the approach pre-

sented here considers the distribution uncertainties caused by imprecise

FDD, and addresses ISS via a rigorous Lyapunov-like analysis.

4) The control scheme is designed aiming at over-actuated EGVs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, four-wheel105

individually actuated EGVs and fault modeling are presented, and the vehicle

motion control objective subject to actuator faults is stated. The details of

the proposed control strategy are presented in Section 3 along with the stability

analysis. In Section 4, simulation results on a full-vehicle model are presented for

different maneuvers, road conditions and faults. Finally, the paper is completed110

with concluding comments.

2. System Modeling and Problem Statement

2.1. Dynamic Vehicle Model

For vehicle dynamics control with redundant actuators, a 3-degree-of-freedom

(3-DOF) model including longitudinal, lateral and yaw rate motions is appropri-

ate in the case that planar motions are considered. A schematic of the vehicle

model is shown in Fig. 1, where the instantaneous center of motion is con-

firmed at the point of zero velocity in contact with the ground. The equations
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Figure 1: Three-degree-of-freedom model for the planar motion of EGVs.

of motions are obtained as follows:

Mv

(
V̇x − VyΩz

)
= Fx − CaV 2

x − CsMvg

Mv

(
V̇y + VxΩz

)
= Fy

IzΩ̇z = Mz (1)

where Mv is the vehicle total mass, Vx is the vehicle longitudinal speed, Vy is

the vehicle lateral speed, Ωz is the vehicle yaw rate, and Iz is the yaw moment115

of inertia around the z-axis. The generalized external forces acting along the

x-axis and the y-axis are Fx and Fy, respectively. δ is the front wheel angle.

The coefficients Ca, Cs and g represent the aerodynamical resistance, rolling

resistance and acceleration of gravity, respectively. The distances from the CG

to the front and rear axles are lf and lr, respectively. The half track of the120

vehicle is defined as ls.

Since each of the four in-wheel motors can be independently driven, as pre-
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sented in Fig. 1, the generalized forces and moment can be obtained as follows:

Fx = Fxfl cos δ − Fyfl sin δ + Fxfr cos δ − Fyfr sin δ + Fxrl + Fxrr

Fy = Fxfl sin δ + Fyfl cos δ + Fxfr sin δ + Fyfr cos δ + Fyrl + Fyrr

Mz = ls (−Fxfl cos δ + Fyfl sin δ − Fxrl + Fxfr cos δ − Fyfr sin δ + Fxrr)

+ lf (Fxfl sin δ + Fyfl cos δ + Fxfr sin δ + Fyfr cos δ)− lr (Fyrl + Fyrr)

(2)

where Fxi and Fyi with i = {fl, fr, rl, rr} are the longitudinal and lateral forces

for each tire, respectively. The left-front and right-front wheel steering angles

are approximately taken to be the same and related to the vehicle hand-wheel

δh as follows:

δ =
kh

Tδs+ 1
δh (3)

with a calibrated scaling ratio kh and a time constant Tδ.

The longitudinal force for each tire is modeled from the rotational dynamics

of each in-wheel motor:

Jω̇i = Ti − FxiRe (4)

where ωi with i = {fl, fr, rl, rr} are the wheel speeds, and J and Re are the

rotational inertia and the effective radius of each wheel, respectively. The output

torque of each in-wheel motor is Ti.125

Under the assumption of small sideslip angles, the tire lateral friction forces

can be modeled as linear models with respect to tire slip angles αf and αr [19],

i.e.,

Fyfl = Fyfr =
1

2
Cfαf =

1

2
Cf

(
δ − Vy

Vx
− lf

Ωz
Vx

)

Fyrl = Fyrr =
1

2
Crαr =

1

2
Cr

(
lr

Ωz
Vx
− Vy
Vx

)
(5)

where Cf and Cr are the cornering stiffness coefficients for the front and rear

wheels, respectively.

Let us denote x = [x1 x2]T = [Vx Ωz]
T as the system state vector, and

u = [Tfl Tfr Trl Trr]
T as the actual control input vector, and the following
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nonlinear control-oriented model for motion control of over-actuated EGVs is

obtained by combining (1)-(5):

ẋ = F(x) + v + d (6)

where

F(x) =


 Vyx2 − Ca

Mv
x2

1 − Csg − Cf

Mv
sin δ

(
δ − Vy+lfx2

x1

)

1
Iz

[
Cf lf cos δ

(
δ − Vy+lfx2

x1

)
− Crlr lrx2−Vy

x1

]



d =


 d1

d2


 = −




J
MvRe

0

0 J
IzRe




 ∆1x

∆2x


 ω̇

∆1x =
[

cos δf cos δf 1 1
]

∆2x =
[
ls sin δf − ls cos δf ls cos δf + ls sin δf −ls ls

]

ω =
[
ωfl ωfr ωrl ωrr

]T
.

Moreover, the virtual control vector v = [v1 v2]T is denoted as

v = Bu, B =




1
MvRe

∆1x

1
IzRe

∆2x


 . (7)

2.2. Fault Model and FDD Diagram

In this paper, we consider a loss-of-effectiveness fault that can be indicated

in a unified form:

u = Eu∗ (8)

where u∗ denotes the command torque signal of the in-wheel motors, while E =

Diag ([θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4]) denotes the effective matrix with each diagonal element130

θi ∈ [0, 1], i = {1, . . . , 4}.
To compensate for the actuator faults, it is assumed that information of

the actuator faults has been successfully obtained from an ideal FDD system.

However, it should be noted that regardless of the type of FDD algorithm that

is employed, there always exists nontrivial error in the fault estimation. In this
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Figure 2: Active FTC schematic diagram.

paper, we only model the error ∆ = E − Ê between the actual faults E and

their estimated values Ê satisfying

‖∆‖ ≤ α (9)

where α > 0 represents the level of the FDD estimation imprecision within a

known bound in the controller design.

2.3. Problem Statement

The overall structure of the active FTC of EGVs with TSC, FDD, fault135

accommodation and CA is synthesized in Fig. 2. The notation v∗ stands for

the virtual control signal designed by TSC. After the FDD scheme estimates the

faulty matrix Ê with the bounded α, the torque commands to the four in-wheel

motors u∗ are calculated from a robust CA algorithm with fault accommodation.

The control objective is to design TSC combined with a robust CA algorithm140

such that the motion control performance x→ x∗ with any continuous reference

x∗ and ISS of the closed loop is ensured in the presence of distances d, actuator

fault E and FDD estimation uncertainty ∆.

3. Integrated CA and TSC Design

The vehicle should be controlled to follow the desired vehicle motion and145

maintain stability even when faults occur. Thus, an appropriate reconfiguration

FTC scheme is significant for responding to the fault to ensure a high degree of
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system reliability. The integrated CA and TSC scheme is proposed to distribute

the torque of each in-wheel motor, as shown in Fig. 2. The overall design can be

divided into three steps: 1) the desired virtual demand v∗ for the vehicle motion150

control is generated by a baseline TSC law regardless of a fault occurrence; 2) a

robust control allocator is developed to distribute the desired virtual demand v∗

to the four individual in-wheel motors while simultaneously reducing the error

between the designed control demand v∗ and the actual control input v; and 3)

an ACC mechanism is investigated to improve the FTC performance. In this155

section, we first propose the TSC law and the robust control allocator. Some

issues associated with the stability analysis and iterative implementation then

follow in sequence.

3.1. TSC Design

For the controller design, a nonlinear model based on (6) is utilized with160

virtual demand to follow a reference x∗. However, extensive control schemes

and approaches exist, such as the linear quadratic regulator [9, 21], robust H∞

control [22, 23], sliding-mode control [20, 24] and adaptive control [13, 25], which

are effective in different applications. TSC [17] is selected here for its simplicity

and practical nature. In the subsequent design, we will show how baseline TSC165

is designed to achieve high performance and closed-loop stability.

For EGVs (6), a baseline TSC law for the virtual demand is designed as

v∗b = v∗s + v∗f + v∗e (10)

which consists of the steady-state control

v∗s = −F(x), (11)

the reference variation-based feed-forward control

v∗f = ẋ∗, (12)

and the tracking error feedback control

v∗e = KP e (13)
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where e = x∗ − x, and the gain matrices are diagonal as KP = Diag([k1, k2])

with ki > 0 for i = 1, 2.

Remark 1. Referring to [12, 13], the vehicle states Vx, Vy and Ωz are as-

sumed to be directly measured by GPS and an inertia measurement, and the170

state feedback control is available. In practice, the lateral velocity Vy is rarely

measured directly due to the cost and reliability of production vehicles. Hence,

more contributions of output-feedback based control [22, 44] are expected in the

future.

To achieve FTC, a novel TSC law with ACC is written as

v∗ = v∗b + v∗c (14)

where v∗c is the ACC with respect to a fault occurrence. A detailed design and175

analysis of the behavior v∗c is presented in the following subsection.

3.2. Robust CA Design

From previous analysis, the virtual input v∗ should be distributed to four in-

wheel motors by CA. The goal under fault estimation uncertainty is to distribute

the input to minimize the difference between the designed control demand and

the actual control input. Considering (7), (8) and (14) with the FDD informa-

tion Ê and assumption (9), a robust least-squares CA problem is formulated

as

J1 = min
u

max
‖∆‖≤α

‖BÊu+ ∆Bu− v∗‖ (15)

which is a standard min-max optimization problem. By using the triangle in-

equality, we can find the upper bound as follows:

max
‖∆‖≤α

‖BÊu+ ∆Bu− v∗‖ ≤ ‖BÊu− v∗‖+ α‖B‖‖u‖. (16)

Based on [26], the robust least-squares CA problem (15) and (16) can be ex-

tended as a second-order cone programming (SOCP) problem:

J2 = min
u,γ≥β>0

γ s.t. ‖BÊu− v∗‖ ≤ γ − β and α‖B‖‖u‖ ≤ β (17)
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where γ and β are the optimization variables to be minimized.

Now, the optimal solution u∗ for the SOCP problem is explicitly described

in the following theorem.180

Theorem 1. Given the SOCP problem (17) and the optimal γ∗ and β∗, the

optimal solution u∗ can be analytically expressed as

u∗ =
(
BÊ

)T [
εI +BÊ

(
BÊ

)T]−1

v∗ (18)

where ε = α2‖B‖2 γ∗−β∗

β∗ .

Proof. By Lagrange duality, the dual equation of the SOCP (17) problem can

be formulated as

J3 = max
z1,z2

v∗,T z1 s.t.
(
BÊ

)T
z1 + z2 = 0, ‖z1‖ ≤ 1 and ‖z2‖ ≤ α‖B‖ (19)

where z1 and z2 are the dual variables. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) con-

ditions give the primary and dual optimal values at the tangency point, i.e.,





γ∗ = v∗,T z∗1 = −
(
BÊu∗ − v∗

)T
z1 + u∗,T

(
BÊ

)T
z∗1

α‖B‖‖u∗‖ = β∗

‖BÊu∗ − v∗‖ = γ∗ − β∗
(
BÊ

)T
z∗1 = −z∗2

‖z∗1‖ = 1

‖z∗2‖ = α‖B‖

⇒‖BÊu∗ − v∗‖+ α‖B‖‖u∗‖ = −
(
BÊu∗ − v∗

)T
z∗1 − u∗,T z∗2

⇒





z∗1 = − BÊu∗−v∗
‖BÊu∗−v∗‖ = −BÊu∗−v∗

γ∗−β∗

z∗2 = −α‖B‖ u∗

‖u∗‖ = −α2‖B‖2 u∗

β∗

. (20)

Then, substituting the results of z∗1 and z∗2 into
(
BÊ

)T
z∗1 = −z∗2 leads to

(
BÊ

)T
BÊu∗ + α2‖B‖2 γ

∗ − β∗
β∗

u∗ =
(
BÊ

)T
v∗ (21)

which is the analytical expression of the optimal solution (18) under the con-

dition γ∗ > β∗. In the case of γ = β∗, it follows from the KKT conditions
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that BÊu∗ = v∗ and ε = 0. Then, the analytical solution (18) reduces to a

standard least-squares problem with a pseudo-inverse solution. The proof is185

complete.

Theorem 1 shows that the optimal CA u∗ can be formulated as an ana-

lytical function with respect to the virtual input v∗ regardless of the values

of γ∗ and β∗. Such an explicit expression is useful to design the ACC v∗c .

To obtain the optimal u∗, it follows from (17) that the online numerical cal-190

culation of γ∗ and β∗ is required [27, 28]. However, in practice, solving the

SOCP problem online is still difficult due to the limited computational re-

sources and fast control response requirement. Alternatively, a special solution

u∗ is given by assuming γ∗ = 2β∗ such that ε = α2‖B‖2 is independent of

(γ∗, β∗) and the CA solution (18) equals the optimal solution of ∂J4/∂u = 0195

with J4 = min
(
‖BÊu− v∗‖2 + α2‖B‖2‖u‖2

)
.

3.3. ACC Design and Stability Analysis

Although CA-based FTC schemes have been studied by many researchers

[9, 8, 2, 10, 11] in the automotive field, most of the preceding schemes have

been studied as a separation-property assumption where CA algorithms have200

no/little effect on the closed-loop stability. In addition, the reconfiguration

issue for the improvement of the FTC performance was not considered due to

the inherent difficulty for such a separation design. Motivated by [35, 43] , we

will formulate the ACC law v∗c and provide a complete stability proof for the

overall closed-loop system.205

Considering the TSC (14) and robust CA (18), the actual virtual torque can

be calculated as

v = BEu∗ = B(Ê + ∆)
(
BÊ

)T [
εI +BÊ

(
BÊ

)T]−1

v∗

= v∗ +

(
B∆

(
BÊ

)T
− εI

)[
εI +BÊ

(
BÊ

)T]−1

v∗

= v∗ +B∆CTD−1v∗ − εD−1v∗ (22)
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where C = BÊ and D = εI + BÊ
(
BÊ

)T
are abbreviated to reduce the nota-

tional burden. Substituting (14) and (22) into model (6) leads to

ė = −KP e− v∗c −B∆CTD−1v∗ + εD−1v∗ − d. (23)

Now, the formulation of the ACC and the closed-loop stability are given in

the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Consider the over-actuated EGVs given by (6) with loss-of-actuator-

effectiveness faults described by (8). Design the robust CA (18) and the TSC

law (14) with the following ACC law:

v∗c = −BQ(v∗)θ̂ + εD−1v∗

=
(
I +BÊCTD−1 − εD−1

)−1 (
BÊCTD−1 − εD−1

)
v∗b (24)

˙̂
θ = Projθ

(
KAQ

T (v∗)BT e
)

(25)

where Q(v∗) = Diag
(
CTD−1v∗

)
∈ R4×4, Ê = Diag

(
[θ̂1, . . . , θ̂4]

)
and KA > 0.

Projx(y) is the parameter projection for the variable x, i.e., Projx(y) = y if

x ∈ Ωx; otherwise, Projx(y) = 0. Then, the closed-loop system exhibits ISS if d210

is bounded in amplitude, i.e., d ∈ L∞.

Proof. To prove the stability, let us define θ = [θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4]
T

= Diag (∆) ∈ R4,

the error θ̃ = θ − θ̂ and the following Lyapunov function candidate:

V =
1

2
eT e+

1

2
θ̃TK−1

A θ̃ (26)

which is a function on a region of {e, θ̃} that is continuous, positive definite,

and has continuous first-order derivatives. Differentiating V with respect to

time and substituting v∗c = −BQ(v∗)θ̂ + εD−1v∗ yield

V̇ = eT
(
−KP e− v∗c −B∆CTD−1v∗ + εD−1v∗ − d

)
+ θ̃TQT (v∗)BT e

= −eTKP e− eT
(
BQ(v∗)θ̂ +B∆CTD−1v∗ + d

)
+ θ̃TQT (v∗)BT e

= −eTKP e− eT
(
BQ(v∗)θ̃ + d

)
+ θ̃TQT (v∗)BT e

≤ −eT (KP − κI) e+
1

4κ
dT d = −eTKe+

1

4κ
dT d

≤ −2λmin(K)V + d̄TP d̄ (27)

14

                  



where K = Kp − κI > 0, d̄ = [θ̃, d]T and P = Diag
(
[λminK

−1
A , 1

4κ ]
)
> 0.

Multiplying (27) by e−λmint and integrating over [0, t] leads to the ultimate ISS

property:

V (t) ≤ V (0)e−λmint +

∫ t

0

e−λmin(t−τ)d̄T (τ)P d̄(τ)dτ (28)

By substituting the implicit expression v∗c = −BQ(v∗)θ̂ + εD−1v∗ into (14)

and removing the item v∗, we can obtain the explicit v∗c as (24). The proof is

complete.

Remark 2. As the proposed ACC (24) scheme rationally use the FDD infor-215

mation, the modified TSC law v∗ has better performance than the baseline law.

Furthermore, like adaptive control, ACC retains the closed-loop stability in the

absence of exact knowledge of an actuator fault. It follows from the FDD per-

spective that the nature of the proposed ACC entails robust fault accommodation.

Remark 3. Theorem 2 shows that the integrated design of baseline TSC, robust220

CA and ACC can improve the robustness of the closed-loop system against dis-

tribution uncertainties [35, 36]. This result can allow automotive engineers to

calibrate the parameters of the controller, FDD and CA individually and mean-

while, not worry about the bucket effect of the overall performance.

3.4. Iterative Implementation of ACC225

Computational effort is one of the important properties of an FTC algorithm.

When the system computational resources are limited or a relatively fast control

response is needed, an online solution to the inverse matrix of the ACC (24) at

each step will be not advised. To solve this problem, we propose a numerical

iterative approach to approximate the value of v∗c .230

Since v∗b always has an analytical expression, we can set the iterative vari-

ables v∗k(t) = v∗b (t) + v∗c,k(t) at time t where the subscript k stands for the

iterative number. Then, the iterative implementation of the ACC (24) can be
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described by the following fixed point iteration:

v∗k = v∗b + v∗c,k

v∗c,k+1 = ϕ(v∗c,k) = −BQ(v∗k)θ̂ + εD−1v∗k

=
(
εI −BÊCT

)
D−1v∗k (29)

where v∗c,0 = 0.

We now present and prove the iterative convergence of v∗c,k → v∗c using (29).

Theorem 3. Consider the iteration (29) and the FDD information Ê and α.

If there exists a positive constant σ < 1 such that

‖εI −BÊCT ‖ ≤ σ‖D‖ (30)

holds, then the iteration converges to the fixed point v∗c . Moreover,

‖v∗c − v∗c,k‖ ≤ σk‖v∗c − v∗c,0‖. (31)

Proof. It follows from (29) that

‖v∗c,k+1 − v∗c‖ = ‖ϕ(v∗c,k)− ϕ(v∗c )‖

= ‖
(
εI −BÊCT

)
D−1(v∗c,k − v∗c )‖

≤ ‖
(
εI −BÊCT

)
‖‖D−1‖‖v∗c,k − v∗c‖

≤ σ‖v∗c,k − v∗c‖ (32)

As a result, we have the convergence conclusion (31). The proof is complete.

A schematic diagram of the proposed active FTC incorporating FDD, CA,

TSC and ACC is synthesized in Fig. 3.235

4. Simulation Results

In this section, three different maneuvers are conducted to validate the pro-

posed FTC design through a simulation with a high-fidelity full-vehicle model

constructed in the commercial software veDYNA. The EGV motion tracking

performance and torque distributions are compared with those of a standard240

pseudo-inverse (P-CA) method.
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Figure 3: Proposed active FTC schematic diagram.

4.1. Preliminary Configuration

In this paper, numerical simulations based on a full-vehicle model are per-

formed for all control approaches and mechanisms. There are some advantages

of testing the proposed scheme with a simulated vehicle over a real vehicle. For245

example, a fault injection study can be completed in a university laboratory.

Extreme operations and dynamic instability can be easily considered in a sim-

ulation model, which makes the tests safe and repeatable. The values of the

vehicle and reference model parameters are listed in Table 1. The vehicle lon-

gitudinal force, tire lateral force and aligning moment as functions of the slip250

angle and longitudinal slip ratio are generated by the UniTire tire model, where

the tire normal loads are calculated from the total mass of the tire, in-wheel

motor, wheel and vehicle acceleration.

For vehicle motion tracking control, a driving model for EGVs is needed to

generate a reference vector of the longitudinal speed and yaw rate. By selecting

the vehicle acceleration ax that is related to the accelerator/brake pedal position

and the vehicle hand-wheel δh as inputs, a driving model can be described as

follows:

V̇ ∗x = kxax

Ω̇∗z = −kωΩ∗z + kωf(V ∗x )δh (33)

where kx and kω are the gains of the model and f(Vrx) = GrkaVrx/(kbV
2
rxl+ l)
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with a vehicle wheel base l = lf + lr, gain ka, stability factor kb, and gear ratio255

of the steering mechanism linkage Gr.

Table 1: Parameters of the vehicle and the reference in the simulation

Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units

Mv 1360 kg Cr 0.004 -

Iz 1993 kg ·m2 kh 10 -

lf 1.45 m Tδ 0.01 -

lr 1.06 m kx 1 -

ls 0.71 m ka 2 -

Ca 0.37 N · s2/m2 Gr 5 -

Re 0.33 m kb 0.0085 -

J 3 kg ·m2 kω 80 -

Cf 1.51× 105 N/rad Cr 1.46× 105 N/rad

The gains of the baseline TSC are set equal to k1 = 10 and k2 = 30 to

balance the performance and stability, the adaptive gain KA = 0.1I4 is tuned

by trial and error, and the bound of the FDD uncertainty is set to be α = 0.1.

For a trade-off between computational cost and performance, only one iteration260

is used to generate the compensation input, i.e., v∗c = −BQ(v∗b )θ̂ + εD−1v∗b .

To compare with the developed method, a standard CA based on the pseudo-

inverse of the control effectiveness matrix C = BÊ is selected as

u∗ = CT
(
CCT

)−1
v∗ (34)

and ACC is not adopted for fault accommodation.

4.2. J-Turn Maneuver

A well-established J-turn maneuver is considered to validate the active FTC

scheme presented in the previous sections, where the vehicle runs on a low-265

friction surface with µ = 0.45 (i.e., the uncertainties of Cf and Cr become

large but unknown). The desired acceleration and hand-wheel trajectories are

plotted in Figs. 4-(a) and -(b), respectively, as a typical counterclockwise turn.

Slight aging faults are assumed to occur at the four in-wheel motors such that
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E = Diag ([0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8]), while the FDD system is assumed to provide the270

information of Ê = Diag ([0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85]).

Figure 4: Simulation results for the J-turn maneuver. (a) Vehicle acceleration, (b) driving

hand-wheel angle, (c) tracking errors of the longitudinal speed, (d) tracking errors of the yaw

rate, (e) torques of the four in-wheel motors, and (f) vehicle trajectories.

Fig. 4 shows the performance of the proposed FTC scheme (R-CA) and the

baseline TSC scheme with P-CA for the J-turn maneuver. It follows from Figs.

4-(c) and -(d) that the longitudinal tracking performances of the proposed FTC

scheme with R-CA and the FTC scheme with P-CA are satisfactory, while the275

yaw rate tracking performance of R-CA is better than that of P-CA. This is be-

cause the FTC scheme with P-CA cannot accommodate the FDD offset into the

feedback control loop. Fig. 4-(e) shows that the four torques distributed by the

R-CA method remain in their reasonable ranges during the whole process. The
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global trajectories of the vehicle controlled under both schemes are compared280

in Figs. 4-(f). The vehicle controlled by the proposed scheme and the P-CA

scheme can track the reference well in the presence of slight loss-of-effectiveness

faults.

4.3. Single-Lane Change Maneuver

In this case, a single-lane change maneuver is conducted to evaluate the285

proposed FTC algorithm. In the simulation, a high-speed reference trajec-

tory is selected with twice the changes in the vehicle acceleration as shown

in Fig. 5-(a). A high-friction surface with µ = 0.85 is considered and 20%

uncertainties in the vehicle mass and inertia are considered. The driving hand-
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Figure 5: Simulation results for the single-lane change maneuver. (a) Vehicle acceleration, (b)

driving hand-wheel angle, (c) tracking errors of the longitudinal speed, (d) tracking errors of

the yaw rate, (e) torques of the four in-wheel motors, and (f) vehicle trajectories.
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wheel angle is one cycle of a sinusoidal signal as shown in Fig. 5-(b). To290

verify the fault-tolerant capability, two moderate loss-of-effectiveness faults are

injected into the left-front wheel motor and the right-rear wheel motor, respec-

tively, such that E = Diag ([0.5 1 1 0.7]). In addition, imperfect FDD is set

to Ê = Diag ([0.6 0.9 1 0.6]), which reflects that the controller experiences not

only the FDD biases at the left-front and right-rear wheel motors but also a295

false alarm at the right-front wheel motor.

Fig. 5 shows the simulation results of the proposed scheme and the baseline

control scheme for the single-lane change maneuver. One can see from Fig. 5-

(c) that both the proposed control scheme and the P-CA scheme can achieve

longitudinal speed tracking, and their performances are identical. However, the300

difference between the two schemes is demonstrated in the yaw rate, as shown

Fig. 5-(d). The proposed control scheme maintains a yaw rate error close to

zero, while the P-CA reveals a larger transient error. In addition, the actuator

inputs in the proposed control scheme are shown in Fig. 5-(e) to validate the

effectiveness of the controller with abrupt changes in the torque response to305

the step speed reference signal. The global trajectories of the vehicle controlled

by the two schemes are given in Fig. 5-(f). The proposed scheme can provide

better performance than the P-CA scheme, which indicates that the integrated

CA and TSC design can improve the vehicle handling and safety.

4.4. Double-Lane Change Maneuver310

In the final simulation, a double-lane change maneuver with a coordinated

lateral and longitudinal motion trajectory is selected the same as [13] is selected.

A moderate-friction surface with µ = 0.6 is considered, and a severe fault sce-

nario is considered as follows: 1) a total failure occurs at the right-front wheel

motor, 2) a severe loss-of-effectiveness fault is injected to the left-rear wheel mo-315

tor, and 3) a slight fault occurs at the right-rear wheel motor. In other words,

the overall fault matrix is E = Diag ([1 0 0.3 0.9]), while the FDD information

is given as Ê = Diag ([0.9 0 0.3 1]), which causes a false alarm at the left-front
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wheel motor and a missing alarm at the right-rear wheel motor simultaneously.

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme (R-CA), the

simulation result for the double-lane change maneuver is compared with those

of TSC [17], adaptive TSC (A-TSC) [13] and P-CA (34). Three significant

criteria are introduced: the average motion control error PA, the maximum

motion control error PM and the total motion control energy consumption PE,

i.e.,

PA =
1

Ttotal

∫ Ttotal

0

ln ‖[10e2, e1]‖2dt

PM = sup
t∈[0,Ttotal]

max ln(100|e2|+ |e1|)

PE =

∫ Ttotal

0

ln
(
uTu

)
dt

where Ttotal denotes the total maneuvering time.320

Table 2: Performance summary under different control schemes

Maneuver Index
Control Schemes

TSC [17] A-TSC [13] P-CA (34) R-CA

Double-Lane

PA 0.5738 0.3147 0.3194 0.1167

PM 3.3694 2.3127 2.418 1.5642

PE 19.107 16.690 16.611 16.717

The corresponding criteria for the four control methods are summarized in

Table 2. The following remarks are found.

1) From the perspective of simplicity and practicability, classic TSC as a

parameter-varying PI control scheme is preferable over the other three

methods. However, from all three performance indices in Table 2, a com-325

mon argument is that TSC cannot enable EGVs to continue their motion

properly in the event of actuator faults.

2) In contrast to TSC, A-TSC has better performance and can maintain

motion control ability when some in-wheel motors fail and/or decrease in

quality. From Table 2, FTC capability with satisfactory performance is330
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achieved because of the adaptive technique, but A-TSC is still a passive

FTC scheme that is only reliable for certain faults.

3) Different from A-TSC, both P-CA and R-CA belong to active FTC. They

can react to fault events and adjust the control effort by an FDD and

FTC mechanism. Hence, the availability of the FDD and control config-335

uration modules determines their performance. To examine Table 2, one

can see that R-CA has the best performance in terms of PA and PM due

to the integrated design, while P-CA has slightly better performance in

PE because the pseudo-inverse operator works as an “energy minimizer”.

Based on the above simulations, comparisons and analysis, it is observed340

that the proposed control approach can tolerate and accommodate actuator

faults. The results also demonstrate that the integrated CA and TSC design is

appealing in terms of realizing the motion control of over-actuated EGVs.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a modified TSC scheme incorporating robust CA and ACC has345

been proposed for motion control of over-actuated EGVs in the presence of in-

wheel motor faults and FDD inaccuracy. The main contribution of the proposed

method is the integrated design of CA and TSC, which not only reduces the

worst-case difference between the demand and actual control inputs but also

provides a certain degree of robustness against fault-estimation uncertainty. The350

overall control system is rigorously proven to retain the closed-loop stability.

Numerical simulations and analysis also validate the feasibility and effectiveness

of the proposed FTC algorithm over existing techniques.

Our future work includes the extension of this proposed scheme to experi-

mental cases. A study of different filtering and output-feedback techniques for355

systems with noise and modeling uncertainties may also be carried out. From

a cyber-physical system perspective, one may extend the work to a networked

vehicle control environment and study the applicability of the scheme in this

scenario.
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